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Rabih Abou-Khalil



RELEASE DATE
22ND OCTOBER 2012

Label: World Village
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: 479078
Barcode: 3149027000925
Price: FULL
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Rabih Abou-Khalil - oud
Gavino Murgia - soprano saxophone
Luciano Biondini - accordion
Michel Godard - tuba, serpent
Jarrod Cagwin - drums, frame drums

Hungry People

RABIH ABOU-KHALIL

Rabih Abou-Khalil, Lebanon born and living in France, has raised the oud, the primary instrument of Arabic culture, to a
high level of prominence in contemporary music. With his original compositional style, his unconstrained, daring
approach he has found a rhythmic and melodic musical language entirely his own. Hungry People has all the
fundamentals of his writing and playing: music performed with a passion and an intuitive understanding between
Abou-Khalil and his Mediterranean Quintet. Unique yet strangely familiar, this music is delivered with a touch of humour
despite the recent economic, social and political upheavals that inspired it.

Hungry People is Abou-Khalil's first album for Jazz Village, after a long career with Enja. His Enja catalogue is also
available from Harmonia Mundi.

1 	Shrilling Chicken 	4'11 	 
2 	When The Dog Bites 	5'12 	 
3 	A Better Tomorrow 	6'43 	 
4 	Banker's Banquet 	5'32 	 
5 	Dreams of a Dying City 	5'37 	 
6 	Fish and Chips and Mushy Peas 	4'42 	 
7 	Hats and Cravats 	6'08 	 
8 	When Frankie Shot Lara 	6'32 	 
9 	If You Should Leave Me 	7'05 	 
10 	Shaving is Boring, Waxing is Painful 	4'48



RELEASE DATE
22ND OCTOBER 2012

Label: Kind Of Blue
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: KOB10102
Barcode: 076119101020
Price: FULL
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Bobby Hutcherson - vibes
Joey DeFrancesco - Hammond B-3 organ
Peter Bernstein - guitar
Byron Landham - drums

Somewhere in the Night

BOBBY HUTCHERSON

Dizzy's Club Coca-Cola in the Jazz at Lincoln Center building is one of the New York's greatest jazz venues. On October
10, 2009, over the course of two sold-out sets, legendary vibraphonist Bobby Hutcherson recorded what would become
Somewhere In The Night. The album also features the Joey DeFrancesco Trio with guitarist Peter Bernstein and
drummer Byron Landham.

Bobby Hutcherson has put his stamp on jazz both as a leader and as a sideman on classic records such as Eric Dolphy's
Out to Lunch and Jackie McLean's One Step Beyond. Among the constant gigging and studio sessions, Hutcherson
recorded two albums in the mid-sixties pairing vibes with the Hammond organ, a popular combination of the era. Grant
Green's Street of Dreams (1964) and Big John Patton's Let 'Em Roll (1965) went largely overlooked but saw
Hutcherson's melodious sound combine with the Hammond to produce a blanket of silky resonance. Forty years would
pass before the vibraphonist reteamed with the B3 on Joey DeFrancesco's Organic Vibes. Somewhere In The Night
continues the relationship between the two musicians. 

1 	Teddy 	9'05 	 
2 	Little B's Poem 	8'06 	 
3 	Skj 	8'25 	 
4 	Take the Coltrane 	9'05 	 
5 	Wise One 	11'21 	 
6 	Somewhere in the Night 	8'31 	 
7 	My Foolish Heart 	8'34 	 
8 	S'Wonderful 	6'23

Also available:
KOB10020 For Sentimental Reasons
KOB10034 Wise One



RELEASE DATE
22ND OCTOBER 2012

Label: NAÏVE
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: NJ622711
Barcode: 3298496227118
Price: FULL
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack

Canto

TANIA MARIA

After A remarkable duet with the great Eddie Gomez, Tania Maria offers a new album recorded with several musicians
in Brazil and in France. Tania Maria is at her best in a repertoire of new compositions supported once again by her grand
piano and inimitable voice. A great lady of Brazilian Jazz!

After 36 years and 25 albums, and by way of such runaway hits as Piquant, Come with me and Made in New York, Tania
Maria stands out as one of the truly great talents on the Brazilian music scene, where she is known for her unmistakable
voice, whose sultry low tones can lay down a serious groove, and for her percussive touch at the piano, where things can
suddenly take a more classical turn. She has also done a lot of travelling in her time, from the Paris nightlife of the 70s,
where she met Claude Nougaro, to the New York fusion years in the 80s; she has lived in both cities, and both continue
to live in her.

She has also taken part in virtually every major jazz festival in the world, from Montreux to New Orleans, Tokyo and Nice.
Tania Maria is an accomplished musician who, though always attracted to swing and jazz, has never forgotten the
fundamental beats of her native choro and samba. 

1. Chorinho Brasileiro
2. Intimidade
3. Canto
4. Samba do Gato
5. Florzinha
6. Vou Te Amar
7. Ça c’est bon
8. Zé marmita
9. Carlos Song
10. Thanks Mr G



RELEASE DATE
22ND OCTOBER 2012

Label: CAM Jazz
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: BXS1018
Barcode: 8052405140616
Price: MID
Format: 5 CD
Packaging: box set

The Complete Remastered Recordings on Black Saint & Soul
Note

GEORGE ADAMS

Cam Jazz reissue the complete works of five more artists in their exemplary series of boxed sets dedicated to the
catalogues of the legendary Italian labels.

Includes the albums:
DON'T LOSE CONTROL
HAND TO HAND
GENTLEMEN'S AGREEMENT
LIVE AT THE VILLAGE VANGUARD
LIVE AT THE VILLAGE VANGUARD Vol.2

Please note that due to circumstances beyond our control there has been a price increase on the Complete Remastered
series.



RELEASE DATE
22ND OCTOBER 2012

Label: CAM Jazz
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: BXS1019
Barcode: 8052405140623
Price: MID
Format: 5 CD
Packaging: box set

The Complete Remastered Recordings on Black Saint & Soul
Note

JULIUS HEMPHILL

Cam Jazz reissue the complete works of five more artists in their exemplary series of boxed sets dedicated to the
catalogues of the legendary Italian labels.

Includes the albums:
RAW MATERUALS AND RESIDUALS
FLAT-OUT JUMP SUITE
FAT MAN AND THE HARD BLUES
FIVE CHORD STUD
CHILE NEW YORK

Please note that due to circumstances beyond our control there has been a price increase on the Complete Remastered
series. 



RELEASE DATE
22ND OCTOBER 2012

Label: CAM Jazz
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: BXS1020
Barcode: 8052405140630
Price: MID
Format: 6 CD
Packaging: box set

The Complete Remastered Recordings on Black Saint & Soul
Note

DAVE DOUGLAS

Cam Jazz reissue the complete works of five more artists in their exemplary series of boxed sets dedicated to the
catalogues of the legendary Italian labels.

Includes the albums:
PARALLEL WORLDS
FIVE
CONVERGENCE
JOHN COLTRANE'S ASCENSION (with Rova Saxophone Quartet)
BOUNCE (with John Lindberg)
FORCE GREEN (with Mark Dresser)

Please note that due to circumstances beyond our control there has been a price increase on the Complete Remastered
series. 



RELEASE DATE
22ND OCTOBER 2012

Label: CAM Jazz
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: BXS1021
Barcode: 8052405140647
Price: MID
Format: 8 CD
Packaging: box set

The Complete Remastered Recordings on Black Saint & Soul
Note

MUHAL RICHARD ABRAMS

Cam Jazz reissue the complete works of five more artists in their exemplary series of boxed sets dedicated to the
catalogues of the legendary Italian labels.

Includes the albums:
SPIHUMONESTY
MAMA AND DADDY
BLUES FOREVER
REJOICING WITH THE LIGHT
VIEW FROM WITHIN
THE HEARINGA SUITE
BLU BLU BLU
THINK ALL, FOCUS ONE

Please note that due to circumstances beyond our control there has been a price increase on the Complete Remastered
series. 



RELEASE DATE
22ND OCTOBER 2012

Label: CAM Jazz
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: BXS1022
Barcode: 8052405140654
Price: MID
Format: 5 CD
Packaging: box set

The Complete Remastered Recordings on Black Saint & Soul
Note

GEORGE LEWIS

Cam Jazz reissue the complete works of five more artists in their exemplary series of boxed sets dedicated to the
catalogues of the legendary Italian labels.

Includes the albums:
SHADOWGRAPH
THE IMAGINARY SUITE
HOMAGE TO CHARLES PARKER
CHANGE OF SEASON
DUTCH MASTERS

Please note that due to circumstances beyond our control there has been a price increase on the Complete Remastered
series. 



RELEASE DATE
22ND OCTOBER 2012

Label: Jazz Village
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: 570008
Barcode: 3149027000826
Price: FULL
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Philippe Petrucciani - guitar, synth guitar
Nathalie Blanc - vocals
Dominique Di Piazza - bass
Manhu Roche - drums

Este Mundo 

PHILIPPE PETRUCCIANI

A rhythmic genius, a clever composer of melodies and a member of an illustrious musical dynasty, Philippe Petrucciani
(who often wrote for his brother Michel), is the personification of poetic swing that stems from a multitude of sources. The
tracks on Este Mundo evoke the atmosphere of Wes Montgomery, South America and standards written by the Gershwin
brothers, Thelonious Monk and even French song. Other elegant tunes on this album cuddle up with the seductive voice
of Nathalie Blanc, highlighting an exceptional guitarist, astonishingly at ease.

ADVERTISED IN JAZZWISE AND JAZZ JOURNAL

 	
			
1 	Este Mundo 	5'26 	 
2 	I have an idea 	2'23 	 
3 	Mike P. 	5'00 	 
4 	Bahia 	5'21 	 
5 	Autour de minuit 	3'33 	 
6 	Entrelacé 	2'51 	 
7 	Summertime 	3'56 	 
8 	Mister M.P. 	3'26 	 
9 	Alone together 	5'53 	 
10 	Le danseur 	4'44 	 
11 	Souvenirs d'enfance 	4'21 	 
12 	Nuit d'été 	3'12 	 
13 	May be one day 	3'06 	 
14 	Sous le ciel de Paris 	6'31



RELEASE DATE
22ND OCTOBER 2012

Label: ACT Music
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: ACT9535-2
Barcode: 614427953520
Price: FULL
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Wolfgang Haffner - drums, programming,
backing vocals; Dominic Miller - acoustic guitar,
e-guitar; Sebastian Studnitzky - trumpet, keys,
backing vocals; Eythor Gunnarsson - fender
rhodes, piano, synth; Nicolas Fiszman - bass;
Bruno Müller - e-guitar
+ Guests: Götz Alsmann - accordion; Till
Brönner - flugelhorn; Magnus Lindgren -
clarinet; Chuck Loeb - e-guitar; Thomas
Quasthoff - vocals; Céline Ruhdolph - vocals;
Shovel - vocals, percussion; Norbert Nagel -
flutes, clarinet; Mark Wyand - tenor sax, flute,
clarinet; Sören Fischer - trombone

Heart of the Matter

WOLFGANG HAFFNER

The title of Wolfgang Haffner's latest album, Heart of the Matter, is definitely more than just a play on words: As
Germany's most highly decorated drummer, including the 2010 Echo Jazz award, his profession has been "a matter of
the heart" ever since the tender age of 18 when he played in Albert Mangelsdorff's band. Since then he has gone on to
play with countless international stars and recorded on over 400 albums but only since he started recording his own
albums as an ACT artist has he felt close to the heart of the matter. As Haffner puts it, "I don't see myself as just a
drummer anymore, but as a universal musician. I compose, arrange, seek out and enter worlds of sound. That is my
thing."

Heart of the Matter is a logical continuation of the path that Haffner took with his previous albums Shapes, Acoustic
Shapes and Round Silence. Once again it is about organic, calm music with a strong groove and substantial melodies full
of colour and space. 

1.	Nacho - 06:08 (Haffner, Wolfgang)
2.	Bing - 07:07 (Haffner, Wolfgang)
3.	Luna - 05:56 (Haffner, Wolfgang / Lovell, Andrew)
4.	Dom - 06:30 (Haffner, Wolfgang )
5.	Between A Smile And A Tear - 05:06 (Haffner, Wolfgang)
6.	Leo - 07:09 (Haffner, Wolfgang )
7.	Hello - 04:17 (Richie, Lionel )
8.	Melodia del viento - 04:12 (Haffner, Wolfgang )
9.	Here's to Life - 05:52 (Butler, Artie)
10.	Island Life - 04:59 (Haffner, Wolfgang)



RELEASE DATE
22ND OCTOBER 2012

Label: ACT Music
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: ACT9536-2
Barcode: 614427953629
Price: FULL
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Pierrick Pédron / alto saxophone
Thomas Bramerie / double bass
Franck Agulhon / drums
Special Guest:
Ambrose Akinmusire / trumpet (on 5, 8 & 11)

Kubic's Monk

Pierrick Pedron

Thirty years after the death of Thelonious Monk, his music seems more of an enigmatic fortress than ever. Perched on
the summit of a solitary peak its complex architecture swarms with lavish rooms, bone-dry staircases, unrestricted vistas
and treacherous dungeons. The light-switches are halfway down the hall, the bath is in the middle of the bedroom, the
toilets in the kitchen, and sometimes all the light-bulbs shine with a pale blue light, while dishes break on their own. Many
have tried to live inside Monk's music, and all of them have felt the irregular narrowness of its walls, the continual slope of
its flooring; you have to rely on an innate sense of balance and direction if you want to spend some time inside.

And yet this is exactly the exploit which Pierrick Pédron has accomplished. Together with his two merry travelling
companions and trumpeter Ambrose Akinmusire as a guest, he simply went inside the castle, dropped his bags and
shoes and put up a tent in the middle of the room. Everything immediately felt right. You can only marvel at the natural
ease with which he has donned the repertoire: it's as if he'd always lived there. 

The three of them share a wonderful understanding, that much is obvious, but nothing in their discourse turns into a
demonstration of power and astuteness; theirs is a friendly conversation, one whose only aim is to create beautiful music
from a repertoire which is decidedly inexhaustible. Kubic’s Monk is a real jazz record, done the old way but done today.
Monk cubed. Get used to it: you'll put this one on repeat.
Laurent De Wilde, translation by Martin Davies

01 Think Of One 3:31
02 Ask Me Now 3:46
03 Skippy 4:10
04 Ugly Beauty 3:36
05 Who Knows 3:34
06 Light Blue 3:13
07 Trinkle Tinkle 4:22
08 Sixteen 5:20
09 Evidence 4:18
10 Four In One 3:32
11 We See 6:13



RELEASE DATE
22ND OCTOBER 2012

Label: Q-rious
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: QRM118-2
Barcode: 4260027621183
Price: FULL
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Jasper Van't Hof - piano
Harry Sokal - saxophone
Fredy Studer - drums
Stefan Neldner - bass

Oeuvre

JASPER VAN'T HOF

"This album is a melting pot of our musical ideas, an intriguing journey through our personal stories. We recorded it over
a few intense days, it was an overwhelming experience with one of the best bands that I've ever played with."

Pianist Jasper van't Hof loves to remember the studio time he shared with saxophonist Harry Sokal, bassist Stefan
Neldner and drummer Fredy Studer and is very excited about the sessions which have given birth to his latest album
"oeuvre". It was created over a few months at the Maarwegstudio2 in Cologne when he met with his colleagues, some of
the aces of the contemporary European jazz scene. Every note is a testimony to the incredible sounds of the musicians
that took part which were described as an absolute dream line-up!

After some 70 albums Jasper van't Hof offers us in "oeuvre" an accumulated wealth of experience from his career. For
four and a half decades the man from Enschede has been prominent on the European jazz stage. In the 1970s he was
one of the first jazz pianists, to move closer to rock using early electric pianos and synthesizers. Since 1984, the
keyboardist embraced his love of African music with Pili Pili. In addition to collaborations with colleagues like Charlie
Mariano, Angélique Kidjo, Wolfgang Dauner, Jean-Luc Ponty and Archie Shepp, the Dutchman’s catalogue includes
several solo recordings on piano (eg, "Face To Face", "Axioma") and even church organ ("Un Incontro Illusorio").



RELEASE DATE
22ND OCTOBER 2012

Label: Aum Fidelity
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: AUM075
Barcode: 642623307526
Price: FULL
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Darius Jones - alto sax
Alex Harding - baritone sax
Sean Conly - bass
Chad Taylor - drums

Grass Roots

DARIUS JONES / ALEX HARDING / SEAN CONLY / CHAD TAYLOR

Grass Roots is a brand new group: a collective of equals each devoted to creating music that is resoundingly fresh and
dripping with soul.  Their debut release continues AUM Fidelity’s 15th Anniversary celebration this year.

Alto saxophonist Darius Jones has been astonishing folks with his voluminous gifts since arriving in NYC, and worldwide
since the release of his debut Man’ish Boy (A Raw & Beautiful Thing) (2009, AUM Fidelity).  Drummer Chad Taylor has
contributed extensively to the greatness of both the Chicago and New York music scenes; his long-running Chicago
Underground Duo/Trio/Orchestra project with cornetist Rob Mazurek has brought him perhaps the greatest acclaim to
date. Taylor’s previous (extraordinary) appearance on AUM Fidelity was as 1/3 of Triptych Myth’s The Beautiful (2005). 
Alex Harding is one of the very few modern musicians who have mastered the baritone saxophone, and he has
performed and/or recorded with everyone from David Murray to Aretha Franklin; Sun Ra Arkestra to Angélique Kidjo. 
Most recently, he is a cast/band member of the musical FELA! (both the original Broadway cast and the traveling group). 
Bassist Sean Conly has been integrally active in numerous NYC jazz scenes since the mid-90s, touring and/or recording
with a vast array of artists, from Andrew Hill to Regina Carter; Paquito DeRivera to Stefon Harris.



RELEASE DATE
22ND OCTOBER 2012

Label: JellyMould
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: JM-JJ008
Barcode: 5029385993191
Price: UPPER MID
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Mick Coady - bass
David Binney - alto saxophone
Michael Buckley - tenor saxophone
Ivo Neame  - piano
Sean Carpio - drums

Nine Tales of the Pendulum

MICK COADY'S SYNERGY featuring DAVID BINNEY

Mick Coady’s Synergy featuring David Binney, brings together five truly great jazz musicians from the UK, Ireland and
the US. Aside from Binney, Coady is joined by leading light of the UK scene,  pianist Ivo Neame who brings to the project
his virtuosic intricate playing (and stunning, compositional talents on one track). Fellow Irishmen include saxophonist
Michael Buckley (who first came to prominence in ’84 when at thirteen, he played flute with the legendary saxophonist
George Coleman in the National Concert Hall in Dublin), and drummer Sean Carpio.

Of the nine track collection, seven are penned by Coady, cementing his position not only as a fine bass player, but a
rising compositional talent.  Its depth, beauty and warmth underlie modern, edgy themes that twist and turn, laden with
nuances that reveal themselves on each listen – a shimmering set superbly played out by a cast of talented engaging
players.  

Tour dates:
Thu 25 Oct  	The Forge, London (album launch)
Fri 26 Oct       	Newbridge Co Kildare Ireland
Sat 27 Oct      	Cork Jazz Festival, Triskel Christchurch Ireland
Sun 28 Oct     	Garter Land Arts Centre Waterford Ireland
Tue 30 Oct     	St Johns Arts Centre Listowel Co Kerry Ireland
Wed 31 Oct   	Limerick Jazz Society Limerick Ireland
Thu 01 Nov     	The Dock Arts Centre Carrick On Shannon Ireland
Fri 02 Nov      	The Mermaid Arts Centre Bray Ireland
Sat 03 Nov     	The Court House Tinahealy Ireland



RELEASE DATE
22ND OCTOBER 2012

Label: CAM Jazz
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: CAMJ7853-2
Barcode: 8052405140685
Price: FULL
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Jorma Kalevi Louhivuori - trumpet
Antti Kujanpää - piano

Little Blue

JORMA KALEVI LOUHIVOURI & ANTTI KUJANPAA

Born as an offshoot of their successful “Big Blue” album, also released on CAM Jazz, Jorma Kalevi Louhivuori and Antti
Kujanpää— respectively on trumpet and piano — return with a unique record. Nothing is taken for granted here;
references to Northern European tradition are plentiful and well recognizable, but in the two musicians’ signature styles
lie a willingness to go beyond the limits of their predecessors. It is right here, in the melodic sense and the lyricism of
their music, that this “Little Blue” finds its uniqueness. Boundless silences that give weight to each and every note,
sounds that reach the stomach of the listener, dialogues for two voices that carry you to desolate lands.

Despite their young ages, these two Finnish musicians show they’re capable of facing the difficult test of the
trumpet-piano duo with the maturity of experienced artists. They clearly know what they want from their music, and
what’s most important, they know how to say it. 



RELEASE DATE
22ND OCTOBER 2012

Label: Enja/HW
File Under: Jazz
Catalogue No: ENJ9713-2
Barcode: 767522971323
Price: FULL
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Nikolaus Neuser - trumpet
Kathrin Lemke - alto sax
Dirk Steglich - flute, tenor sax
Andreas Dormann - baritone sax
Gerhard Gschlössl - trombone
Uri Gincel - piano, space-keys
Mike Majkowski - bass
Philipp Bernhardt - drums

A Tribute to Sun Ra

HELIOCENTRIC COUNTERBLAST

Herman “Sonny” Blount is better known to most people under the name Sun Ra. At some point in time, he descended to
earth from outer space (point of origin: Saturn) and together with his “Arkestra”, he created unique, intergalactic
compositions. The eight-member group Heliocentric Counterblast (point of origin: Berlin) devotes itself to his music. They
teamed up two years ago and have meanwhile developed their own cosmic jazz sound. How did Sun Ra accurately
phrase it? “We must make music that withstands bad vibes from other planets”. So be it.

"Instead of simply copying Sun Ra’s compositions, the musicians are distinguished and high-profile enough to inject them
with their own ideas, fantasy and spontaneity.  The band swings like the devil and displays no lack of lusty, anarchic
esprit. Cheery, light-footed themes keep the individual compositions in touch with reality; meanwhile the sounds and
visions fly freely: in duos and trios, and in bright overblowing orgies.”
(Rainer Köhl, Rhein-Neckar-Zeitung)

Sun Ra remains one of the greatest cult figures in jazz history with a vast audience base - his Arkestra still able to
headline at the Barbican in London.

Please ask for a complete list of Sun Ra titles available from Harmonia Mundi - including the Saturn reissues on
Evidence, plus more titles on Black Saint, Enja and Hatology. 



RELEASE DATE
22ND OCTOBER 2012

Label: Savant
File Under: Jazz/Vocal 
Catalogue No: SCD2117
Barcode: 633842211725
Price: FULL
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Denise Donatelli, vocals

Musical Direction by Geoffrey Keezer

Soul Shadows

DENISE DONATELLI

Los Angeles-based vocalist Denise Donatelli won a Grammy nomination with her second Savant CD, When Lights Are
Low (Savant SCD 2109). An East Coast native and a recipient of classical piano training, she turned to singing jazz,
wound up relocating to the West Coast and has pursued her performance and recording career ever since.  Possessing
a voice of exceptional nuance, agility and unerring pitch, Denise is able to imbue whatever she chooses to sing with her
special warmth, wit and insight.  Reuniting the Grammy-nominated duo of Denise and her Music Director / arranger /
accompanist Geoffrey Keezer, Savant Records presents their latest collaboration.  Together, with a pride of the best
studio men on the West Coast, Denise offers a stunning program of un-hackneyed tunes by Peter Eldridge, Sting,
Pomplamoose and others while Geoffrey Keezer provides the interesting arrangements and scoring that have come to
be synonymous with a Denise Donatelli recording.

Tracks: All or Nothing at All • No Better • Another Day • A Promise (Someplace Called Where) • Soul Shadows • Ocean •
Postcards and Messages (w/ Peter Eldridge) • When I Looked Again • Ange • Too Late Now



RELEASE DATE
22ND OCTOBER 2012

Label: Enja/MW
File Under: World music
Catalogue No: TIP8888522
Barcode: 063757785224
Price: FULL
Format: 1 CD
World Music / TIBET

Soname Yangchen - voice
Charlson Ximenes - guitar 
Sonny Thet - cello
Jali Burama Mbye - kora
Rob Blake - additional guitar 
Jan Robert Blumenroth - Tibetan lute 
Zom Johnson - drums

Natural Mind

SONAME

The Tibetan singer is also the author of the bestselling biography "Child of Tibet“, which has been released in six
languages and has sold over 100.000 copies within a short time. Soname was discovered by an ex-member of the Sex
Pistols at a wedding when she sang spontaneously for the couple. She gave her debut performance in the Western world
in 1998 and soon audiences across the UK, France, Germany were being moved by the magic of her voice. In 2003 she
made her concert debut at the Royal Opera House in London. In 2004 she performed for H.H. The Dalai Lama at Usher
Hall in Edinburgh. She continued to take the UK by storm, appearing at festivals like Glastonbury, Musicport in Whitby,
World Sacred Music Festival and Celebrating Sanctuary, and with the likes of Asian Dub Foundation and Zero 7. 

Soname is pleased to bring the ancient culture of Tibet to the modern media via the vehi-cle of her awesome music. Her
songs reflect different styles including both powerful mountain songs, and songs with a spiritual influence. Soname's
exquisite voice has a haunting passion that reflects the joy and beauty of the Tibetan landscape shaped by her own
experiences.

Through her music Soname returns home to Tibet. Steeped in tradition, her songs hold the stillness of memory,
harmonizing the old with the new, the past with the present, and and her life in exile. As singer, composer and writer she
uses spirited, free-flowing lyrics and sounds to reflect on her lost homeland.

1. Bird Sad Song / 2. Running Like Children / 3. Freedom Song / 4. Yarlung / 5.Stars / 6. Moonbeams / 7. Refuge / 8.
Spirit Within / 9. Gone Beyond / 10 Flowers / 11. Streets / 12. Tuning Song / 13. Dharma King

also available (on World Village): 450006 Plateau

“A spirit of joyful music-making is tempered by a tone of regret and longing for her lost homeland.” (John L Walters, The
Guardian)

"She sings like an angel!" (The Mail on Sunday) 

"Soname is probably better known as the author of ‘Child of Tibet’...  But, as this album shows, she is also a song-writer
with a distinctive voice." (Simon Broughton, Evening Standard)



RELEASE DATE
22ND OCTOBER 2012

Label: Institut du Monde Arabe
File Under: World music
Catalogue No: 321094
Barcode: 3149028014525
Price: FULL
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
World Music: IRAQ

Radio Baghdad

FAWZY AL-AIEDY

Fawzy Al aiedy was born in Bassora, in the south of Iraq, about 1950.  Graduating from the Academy of Fine Arts of
Baghdad in 1968, he mixed with virtuosi of the Iraqi classical music, but to perpetuate the secular tradition did not suffice:
 "I quickly began writing my own compositions.  Since the beginning, my way is the one of a contemporary musician.  I do
not offer an interpretation of the classics of the Arabic music, I build a personal work on the compost of the traditional
music", he says.  

Al-Aiedy left Iraq in 1971 for Paris, to flee the dictatorship. At the National School of Music at Boulogne-Billancourt, he
discovered the music of Leonard Cohen and Georges Brassens, and further developed his own unique style. His
personal hybrid revealed Eastern serenity and Western dance, a scholarly synthesis between written and improvised,
between methods and melodies, between arabesques and upright lines.   
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Pray Fi Di People

U-ROY

The Jamaican reggae legend returns to the world stage with a new album: Pray Fi Di People after 10 years absence from
the studio. This is a musical and cultural event not to be missed! Pray Fi Di People reaffirms the talent of the toaster with
a Jamaican roots sound. U-Roy is the man most responsible for putting the DJ (or MC - 'mic chanter') on the map, both
as recording artist in Jamaica and as a major indirect influence on the US rappers. As such his importance is immense.

Born Ewart Beckford, 1942, in Kingston, Jamaica, U-Roy began as a sound system DJ in 1961. Around 1967 he began
to work with King Tubby as DJ for his Home Town Hi-Fi. From this association developed the whole modern DJ style:
with U-Roy's gruff tones and distinctive yelp causing a sensation chanting over Tubby's newly conceived dub versions.
He then began his recording career in full, recording for Lee Perry, Keith Hudson, Duke Reid and a host of others, a
career which has resulted in over 50 album releases and countless singles. His UK success was assured with a
succession of releases in the 1970s on Virgin's Frontline label.

Today U-Roy returns with Pray Fi Di People which recounts a busy life, and communicates the vision and ideas of a
modern man who, for more than 50 years aspires to diversity, pluralism and sharing. New songs, modern sounds, and a
top-notch guestlist including reggae stars old and new: Horace Andy, Marcia Griffiths, Bitty McLean, Tarrus Riley, Tiken
Jah Fakoly and more.
 
The LP version of the album will be released on 5th November. 

1	Love Questions feat. Marcia Griffiths	     
2	Pray Fi Di People     
3	Border Line feat. Chezidek	    
4	3 The Hard Way feat. Tiken Jah Fakoly & Balik (Danakil)		     
5	Call On Jah feat. Harrison Stafford	     
6	Cheating Girl feat. Ernest Wilson	     
7	Ebony Eyes feat. Winsome Benjamin	     
8	Got A Date feat. Sophia Squire	     
9	Pumps & Pride feat. Tarrus Riley		     
10	Power of Love feat. Bitty McLean	     
11	Reason with Jah feat. Horace Andy		     
12	Ungrateful Girl feat. Richard Robinson	     
13	War Question feat. Chezidek
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The American Dream

MARCO CAPPELLI'S ITALIAN SURF ACADEMY

In the '60s and '70s Italian film composers imitated American surf music and created the distinctive sound of spaghetti
westerns, noir and horror B-movies. Take one Italian guitarist active in the Downtown Improvisation and New Music
scene – combine with youthful influences of movie music and Spaghetti Westerns – mix well with a love of ‘60s Surf
Sound (think The Ventures, Beach Boys, etc.) bathed in reverb – anchor with a solid rhythm section of bass and drums…
and you get the Italian Surf Academy! The baddest bad Morricone you’ve ever heard! 

Cappelli explains the genesis of the project: “Back then in the ‘50s - ‘70s, the U.S. was more than a geographic place, it
was a concept which we dreamed of belonging to: the prairies, a cowboy on his horse riding into the sunset
encompassed by that warm guitar sound with a lot of reverb. This image was made up by the American movie industry
and copied in many movies with a “made in Italy” label, shouted in Italy or abroad by Italian directors. That’s why we
decided to work on our “Italian Surf Sound” version. We also pay homage to an “original” by reinterpreting Secret Agent
Man, the only American cover in the CD.”

"The tunes are good & trippy and soaked in just the right amount of reverb. But the secret weapon of the program is
guest vocalist Gaia Matteuzzi, who brings to “Sesso Matto” a barely contained mashup of Diamanda Gallas, Brigitte
Bardot, and “Love To Love You Baby”-era Donna Summer. Terrific stuff." (Something Else) 

1. DJANGO (6:13) from the movie Django 1966 
2. CINQUE BAMBOLE (3:55) from the movie 5 Bambole per la Luna d’Agosto, 1970 
3. THE SUNDOWN / SAN ANTONIO MISSION (6:34) from the movie The Good, the Bad and the Ugly, 1966  
4. DEEP DEEP DOWN (4:31) from the movie Danger: Diabolik, 1968  
5. TIFFANY SEQUENCE (4:30) from the movie Tiffany Memorandum, 1967
6. BLOOD AND BLACK LACE (5:26) from the movie Six Women for the Murderer, 1964
7. SESSO MATTO (4:44) from the movie Sessomatto 1973 
8. DRIVING DECOY (3:12) from the movie Danger: Diabolik 1968  
9. SECRET AGENT MAN (5:57) from the TV series Secret Agent, 1964-66
10. EVA KANT: Postlude (2:28) by Marco Cappelli 
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